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Fig 7.0a 

If you drive around Manchester there’s an app for parking spaces, and when you find one you could 

trade it up on the real-time parking platform, and maybe find an instant date at the same time. Is 

this another step towards the fabled ‘smart city of the future’? Or is it a monetized winner-takes-all 

city, where the poor are priced out of places where they once had the democratic right to exist?  The 

logical conclusion is the Chinese Social Credit System, which takes all data from all services, work, 

travel, finance, leisure and media, and produces a score for every citizen for ‘trustworthiness’, which 

then determines their work, travel, friends or partners.1   Another logical conclusion comes from the 

tech giants (with a prototype in Toronto): Google Urbanism aims for a totally sense-able, connected, 

cognitive city, leveraging huge data for a total business model.2  Behind the rhetoric, we might see a 

‘smart-but-dumb’ city of anaesthetized consumers, a ‘paranoid city’ of surveillance and likes / 

dislikes, an ‘abusive city’ of trolls and extremists, an ‘enclave city’ of high-frequency gentrification, or 

a ‘solutionist-determinist’ city ruled by invisible algorithms.3  

So, if we look for new technologies to save the day, and bring about inclusive, prosperous and 

sustainable cities, we might be disappointed: the dystopian visions from Orwell’s 1984 seem more 

plausible every day.  While we play with apps and ‘likes’, the tech giants, financial speculators, 

surveillance agencies, and cyber-gangsters are busy expropriating ‘our’ information and its unlimited 

power and wealth: online is the medium of dis-information, profiteering, paranoia and post-truth 

delusion.4   Meanwhile the smart tech city bandwagon seems unstoppable, with global markets 

estimated at $400 billion.5  And no-one can deny there is a global transformation in progress, with 

over 2 billion people on Facebook, 2 billion online and 4 billion with mobile phone access.   

Fig. 7.0b 

So how does this fit with our quest for ‘wise’ technologies, and their role in human intelligence, and 

maybe a deeper technology mind?  First we need to talk more about ‘tech-knowledges’ – not only 

the hardware and software, but the ‘use-ware’ and ‘org-ware’ of society.  This is not all new, if we 

look at the long journey of human language, writing, printing and telecommunications.  But with 

digital ICT (‘information / communication technologies’), a.k.a. ‘informatics’, the scope and potential 

increases hugely.  A first snapshot of a deeper technology mind is seen in TECHNOLOGIES MAPPING, top 

left (A).  This shows a basic system of informatic processing and machine learning, along with other 
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layers, a tech-enabled economic intelligence, a tech-enabled governance intelligence, and so on. And 

in each of these are some structural differences:  

- ‘clever’ technologies (Mode-I): information processing and ‘single-loop’ learning, where the 

problems and solutions are fixed. For instance, a simple thermostat senses the room 

temperature, and sends a message to the switch.  

- ‘smart’ technologies (Mode-II): algorithms for learning and decision-making, for more 

strategic problems and solutions. A smart thermostat, or a smart retail platform such as 

Amazon, can automatically ‘learn’ the habits and preferences of its buyers and sellers.  

- ‘wise’ technologies (Mode-III): tech-knowledge combinations which look beyond smart 

algorithms towards ‘wiser’ co-learning and co-creation of societal institutions.  Wikipedia for 

example, provides not only a very smart system of co-production in editing, but also a 

human kind of intelligence for its overall purpose as a non-profit foundation.  

This three-part scheme might look nice on paper.  But the reality could be massive disruption and 

turbulence, where anything beyond about five years is a very open question.  And over-arching this 

is a more existential question.  Informatics has immense potential to enhance collective intelligence, 

as human minds and digital minds become ever more symbiotic. But the same technology is shaped 

and directed and used by human interests of wealth and power:  replacement of the workforce by 

robots could bring new inequalities, and smart cities could bring new exploitations and 

dependencies.  The implication is that ‘collective human intelligence’ will be stretched to its limits, to 

tame the dragon, to harness and manage the extraordinary power of its own creation.  All this 

frames our perennial questions: 

- What would a ‘wise’ Technology-III system look like? 

- Which pathways would move towards or mobilize it? 

- And most urgent, how to resist the predatory smart / stupefying systems of extraction?? 

Fig 7.0c 

In this highly charged ground, we sketch some possible pathways:  from evolutionary to co-

evolutionary, and from ‘smart’ to ‘wise’ collective intelligence.  We can’t cover here all the incredible 

‘Future-Emerging-Technologies’, of nano, bio, genetics, robotics, neuro-science, synthetic biology 

and material science, to name a few.  We focus here on the digital, framed here as ‘informatics’, and 

the implications for ‘collective artificial intelligence’.6  The trillion dollar question is then, what does 

this mean for the ‘collective human intelligence’ – or could the artificial and human combine, as with 

a colorful acronym – CHAI (‘Collective Human-Artificial Intelligence’).  These are all huge questions 

without clear answers.  They also emerge in other parts of this book, as in DEEPER-MIND-III, (Chapter 

9), and GLOBAL-III (Chapter 10)   

There are also questions on terms and meanings.  From its root in the Greek techne (arts or skills),  

the word ‘technology’ can mean not only the hardware and software of our systems, but the ‘use-

ware’ and ‘org-ware’ which surrounds them.  We could perhaps talk about a hybrid ‘tech-

knowledges’, connecting to the parallel themes of education and science.   

As for this chapter: we open with the mapping of the Nexus of ‘tech-knowledges’, with some 

dynamics of change and some alternative futures.  Then we jump straight into INFORMATICS-III, with 
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the fundamentals of information theory, and the existential challenge of super-intelligence.  This is 

the foundation for practical applications in the city, of SMART-WISE-SERVICES-III.  And if a city can be 

more than just a menu of services, more like a community, there’s a very topical experiment in 

progress with SMART-WISE-COMMUNITIES-III. Behind this is the question of ‘how and what to learn’ in 

EDUCATION-III. And behind that, is the question of ‘how and what to know’, or the nature of 

knowledge itself, in SCIENCE-III.  In all these, questions multiply faster than answers – having created 

the tiger, we have to learn to ride it… 
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Figure 7-1: TECHNOLOGIES MAPPING 
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1) MAPPING TECHNOLOGIES  
 

 

Fig 7.1a 

For every human problem, it seems there’s a technology which solves it by creating new problems. 

We could fill many flipcharts with the Nexus diagrams in TECHNOLOGIES-MAPPING, upper right (B).   

Social technology brings a step change in connectivity, but also techno-addictions and techno-

alienations, where online lifestyles are disconnected from personal or community life. On the 

economic side there are massive concentrations of wealth in tech platforms and intermediaries, and 

massive structural unemployment seems likely in the near future.  Environmental technologies 

promise improved efficiency and pollution control, but the ‘sharing economy’ leads to growth in 

energy / resource use, while the carbon footprint of digital infrastructure also grows rapidly.  In the 

political sphere, digital participation and public services can improve efficiency, but can also bring on 

deregulation and depersonalization. In the cultural domain, there are huge ethical dilemmas on 

privacy and liberty. And then comes the Nexus effects where the inter-connections take a life of 

their own.  Social media becomes a trading platform and political battleground, ethical dilemmas 

become a new marketplace, and online governance is a subset of digital finance. 

In each case the technology changes the rules of the game, with new multi-functionalities, new 

inter-mediations, and new socio-technical-enterprise models.  If technologies emerge in a process of  

‘combinatorial evolution’, we are now in a hot-house laboratory.7   Inter-operable datasets are 

mashing up previous differences, with social media as business platform. Participation in governance 

via lobbies and forums, now overlaps onto cultural domains. Tech-enhanced urban systems might 

achieve environmental efficiencies as never before.  As in the meme, ‘the future is here, but 

unevenly distributed’, there’s an acceleration of disruptive innovation.8  Including for hardware, 

software, use-ware, org-ware, think-ware, sense-ware, and ‘every-ware’, a revolution or rather ‘CO-

evolution’ has taken us from 5-kilobyte calculators towards quantum computing, intelligent clothing, 

robotic cities, neural implants, digital health and countless other systems.9  

Fig 7.1b 

Perhaps this whole story of revolution / co-evolution is one step on a 5000 year journey.  The 

technology of collective intelligence goes back to the earliest writing in Mesopotamia, with 

pictographs, alphabets, parchment, and libraries of scrolls developed along the way. Another giant 

step came around 1440 with printing, which then spawned a myriad components, materials and 

infrastructures of many kinds.  The story then enters the industrial age, pictured here with the 

Kondriatev ‘long waves’ of techno-economic development, in TECHNOLOGIES-MAPPING, centre part (C).  

This shows informatic developments in parallel with urban and economic technologies.10  So, a 

typical pre-industrial or mercantile city was powered mainly by wood and water, its main physical 

concerns were sanitation and infectious disease, and its communications were mainly by word of 

mouth with a few printed books. The industrial city made the transition from coal / steam 

technology and water transport, to electric power, railways and then automobile transport, while 

printing technologies moved towards telecommunications. The typical post-industrial city of 

services, consumption and knowledge-based economies, struggles with lifestyle hazards, mental 
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illness, carcinogenics, cyber-security and other syndromes of a complex digital system.  Each of these 

long waves comes with a colorful ‘agenda’:  

- ‘brown agenda’ – basic human needs and securities, including food, energy, sanitation, 

water supply, fire risk and air pollution;  

- ‘grey agenda’ – focus on production, with physical problems of industrial pollution and 

urban transport;  

- ‘green agenda’ – more focus more on consumption, including global climate emissions, 

consumer supply chains and corporate responsibility;  

- ‘cyber agenda’ – we could guess that the coming wave will highlight the dilemmas and 

conflicts of virtual against physical systems.  

Following through the uncertainties, we get alternative futures with technology-focused scenarios,  

which might look more extreme than some others in this book.  But actually there’s no way of telling 

how extreme: there is no 'normal' or ‘business as usual’ scenario for such disruptions and challenges.   

The vignettes here draw on a foresight for the European Horizon 2020 program, and sketched in 

TECHNOLOGIES MAPPING, lower part (D):11    

Fig 7.1c 

• ‘Global Enterprise’ technologies:  the tech giants merge into a single corporate informatics hub 

which literally runs the world, a move which seems logical and more or less inevitable (as in the 

Mind-Games of Chapter 11). Governments have no choice but to buy into the data cloud: 

individuals have no choice but to yield their data, not only from social media but from every 

footstep or neural activity. The door is wide open to endemic cyber-crime: in response, there are 

strong pushes for authenticity and human contact.  

Fig 7.1d 

• ‘Local Enterprise’ technologies:  a splintering of countless cyber-realities: fundamentalist cults 

and VR gamers overlap with cyber-terrorism and sabotage.  Once idealistic ‘smart cities’ from 

the 2020s are now jungles, where only the rich can afford digital security in their green enclaves.  

In response, tech-developers turn old-style business models into new cyber-value-chains, and 

social media into health-edu-tainment, in what remains of local or national governments.  

Fig 7.1e 

• ‘Global Community’ technologies: what chance a Super-Intelligence or Singularity, where 

machines overtake humans?  Global governance becomes hyper-tech-enabled, with AI / robotics 

/ IOT, and it’s impossible to tell the difference between human and machine (i.e. the ‘Turing 

Test’). Economies and societies appear prosperous with a universal income system, but there is a 

growing anger at the domination of machines and the lack of meaningful work. In response, 

activists and saboteurs create opposition and disruption with retro-technologies and livelihoods.  

Fig 7.1f 

• ‘Local Community’ technologies: the digital here serves communities which are small enough to 

care and thrive. But this decentralized world runs on a jungle of old and new equipment and 
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incompatible systems.  Social tech is now very localized, and the few hundred members in each 

enclave live in hyper-connectivity, almost as a hive-mind or super-organism.  Meanwhile there’s 

competition between communities for resources, and the tech-enabled wider world is paranoid 

and fragmented.  

The assumption all round is that the rate of technology innovation will continue – only in the most 

extreme ‘wild card’ scenario could the rate of innovation level off, in the foreseeable future. This 

highlights the main point, that technology seems to be an essential strand in the human connexus, 

but like a ‘red queen’ who has to run faster and faster just to stay still.  And as to whether artificial 

intelligence could accelerate away from human – this is the over-arching existential question… 
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2) ON THE FRONTIERS: INFORMATICS-III 
 

 

Fig 7.2a 

Here let’s dig a little deeper into the nature and workings of this technology.  We haven’t ever seen 

before anything like the global internet, with a cognitive size estimated (as of 2016), in the order of 1 

million servers, 100 billion indexed pages, 1 trillion items (including the dark web), and 100 trillion 

potential links. By comparison, a human brain contains around 100 billion cells, each with 10 

thousand potential inter-connections, for each of 7-10 billion humans. And in terms of associational-

creative-neuroplastic power, the entire internet is estimated in a similar order to one human brain.12  

This picture is of course in extreme flux, subject to the upcoming Internet of Things (‘IOT’), artificial 

intelligence (‘AI’), robotics and sensing technology, and next-generation biological or quantum 

computing.  

Fig 7.2b 

This points towards a world of ‘hyper-data’ where everything digital is inter-connected, with power 

in the control of data, analytic tools, and data-driven value-chains.  The world now seems to revolve 

around the ‘long tail’ business model of Amazon, as seen in SMART-SERVICES-III: trading platforms roll 

out the self-organizing marketplace and rating system of eBay, and the real-time seamless mobility 

platform of Uber: and over-arching all is the rising tide of inter-operable data through Google. Some 

talk about ‘collective awareness platforms’ – formerly a wooden box in the marketplace – but now a 

virtual hub for exchange, social learning, and collaborative governance.13  The potential value 

generation and opportunities are huge, as start-ups only 5 years old become global firms.  

Behind the breathless speed of innovation, there are some deeper effects, which INFORMATICS-III 

tries to visualize. One effect is the disruption and dis-intermediation of existing business or social 

models, where previous supply chains or value chains don’t work any more. Another is about re-

inter-mediation, with new types of value-chains, trading spaces, co-production platforms and 

reciprocities of providers and users, all based on an explosion of data and informatic exchange.   
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FIGURE 7-2: INFORMATICS-III 
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Fig 7.2c 

For instance, there’s a re-inter-mediation of health, lifestyle, occupation and insurance: private 

health or driving insurance can be profiled by occupation or lifestyle or driving style, so that 

unhealthy drinkers or risky drivers pay more. With smart apps for monitoring diet, sleep and 

personal activities, and with IOT data from every item of food or drink, the system provides real-time 

behavior-change ‘nudges’: all seems logical, so what could possibly go wrong?  Another example is 

urban transport, as in SMART-SERVICES-III: the ‘sharing economy’ of Uber and similar, seems to share 

some things in order to grab others, such as workers’ security or public taxes.  A third example is 

‘Manufacturing 4.0’, heralded as a step change in production systems, enhanced by ‘long tail’ 

marketplaces, wiki-nomic open innovation and co-production, and 3D printing / additive 

manufacture.14   Again all sounds wonderful, but if we ask about the total ‘supply-demand-value-

chain’, whether the ‘4.0’ products now available with infinitely customized styles and colors, will 

bring real prosperity and social well-being – this is outside the boundary, at least so far.  So what if 

4.0 production systems could connect with 4.0-type consumption systems, if every product and 

every purchase was rated before and after by ‘happiness algorithms’, with sentiment data streaming 

from neural implants? The technology now exists…  

Fig 7.2d 

First, let’s map some of the workings of inter-mediation and re-intermediation, shown as  

INFORMATICS-III, central part (B-D).  This draws on the information / communications theory at the 

foundations of the ‘intelligent web’.15  This is then mapped on three levels of system organization. 

The upper level is the fundamental ‘transaction view’, of the information flow behind every sale or 

trade or exchange, i.e. materials, goods, knowledge or power. The middle level is the ‘factor view’, 

where individual transactions form into supply chains or value-chains: again these can be products, 

materials, knowledge or policy inputs / outputs.  The lower level shows a ‘system view’, composed of 

many value-chains, connecting many suppliers / providers, with many customers / users, at many 

different times and places.  

With this mapping, we can start to track the past and possible future of informatic systems.  In the 

left hand panel (B), we see a conventional ‘analogue’ (pre-digital) marketplace, with a so-called 

‘perfect market’. Sellers and buyers are arranged more or less randomly, and by simple trial and 

error they converge towards equilibrium, at the optimum balance of price and demand (i.e. ‘Pareto 

optimality’). There is low ‘mutual information’, with little knowledge exchange between sellers or 

buyers, beyond the basics of what is bought or sold.  In reality this model doesn’t work so well, if the 

products or trades are complex, if there is asymmetrical information, cartels, monopolies, ‘moral 

hazards’ or ‘agency problems’, and so the ideal ‘perfect markets’ are very rare in real life.  

Fig 7.2e 

The centre of the picture at (C), shows a ‘smart’, evolutionary, winner-takes-all type market, greatly 

enabled and accelerated by informatics.  With high mutual information, sellers have real-time 

knowledge of buyers and vice versa, self-organized with networks and platforms. The marketplace is 

now virtual, which enables longer ‘tails’ of niche products and services (e.g. Amazon), or longer 

chains of co-production (e.g. Wikipedia), or better fit of providers and users (Uber or AirBnB).  

Almost any combination of supply, demand, distribution, location or niche is an opportunity for 
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financialization and intermediation. Some of the largest global firms are now total intermediaries, 

with very few employees, premises or physical assets, but with a business model designed for 

intensive value-capture. 

Fig 7.2f 

So what lies beyond? On the centre right of INFORMATICS-III-(D) is a co-evolutionary, ‘wise’ kind of 

platform.  The long tails and chains are now shaped by wider and deeper priorities: the socio-

business model is no longer a wild-west ‘winner-takes-all’, but an agenda for public prosperity and 

community enterprise. This aims for  social costs to be internalized, platforms in mutual ownership, 

profits recirculated, livelihoods sustained, the public interest to be the design priority, and data 

privacy as a human rights agenda.   

 

Pathways for ‘collective human-artificial intelligence’ 
Following that trail, let’s look into this near-miracle of ingenuity, the emerging ‘intelligent web’.16    

Its capabilities to ‘look, listen, learn, connect, predict and correct’, seem quite similar to the 

synergistic four-part cycle, of ‘co-learning, co-knowledge, co-creation and co-production’. And 

generally it seems the study of digital AI and machine learning, can help with understanding the 

human intelligence, both individual or collective. As explored later, in DEEPER-MIND-III, there isn’t a 

single theory of intelligence, individual or collective, but there is a cluster of broadly overlapping 

concepts, which align more or less with the synergistic methods.  In the mapping at INFORMATICS-III, 

lower part, these qualities of collective intelligence are framed as a four part cycle: at each stage 

there is a powerful digital agenda, and also a very topical agenda for human-artificial intelligence.  

Fig 7.2g 

For ‘learning’: the famed Google ‘page-rank’ algorithm was the first step along a process of sense-

making, based on systematic link analysis for indexing and searching. Its first major application was 

Adsense, the online advertising tool, with customized matches of suppliers to consumers, based on 

their web profiles and histories.  This used ‘latent semantic analysis’, not to understand humans in 

any conscious way, but to learn automatically about their associations and patterns.  This led 

towards ‘natural language processing’, where machine learning works with human language features 

such as redundancy, ambiguity and sentiments.  

For ‘thinking’: the ‘collaborative filtering’ technique in social media, enables inter-connection and 

sense-making of people, places, products, services, experiences, events and media.   Neural 

networks begin to make multi-level working hypotheses on the ‘models’ underlying the patterns and 

associations. This can link with predictive analytics and genetic algorithms: with these, police forces 

can catch the criminal before the crime is committed (whether or not this is ethical).  ‘Computational 

creativity’ can then work on more complex and open problems, with systematic testing of multiple 

possibilities and strategic hypotheses.  

The question is then whether, and how, these extraordinary new capabilities could help in finding, or 

defining, pathways from a ‘smart’ A.I. system, towards a ‘wise’ combined C.H.A.I. system?  As 

sketched on the lower right hand corner (G), the ‘wise’ mapping shows not one or two but multiple 
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learning loops. The learning theory here is borrowed from organization studies, and is explored 

more below in EDUCATION-III.17 

Fig 7.2h 

For ‘co-learning’ potential: semantic analysis would aim for synergistic open-mind capacities, with a 

multiplicity of tangibles and intangibles, with wider and deeper chains and constellations for sense-

making of complex societal problems.  For the ‘sense-making’ capabilities: machine learning would 

look beyond direct technical problem-solving, towards wider and deeper design and co-creation.  

For ‘co-creation and co-production’: ‘computational creativity’ can now (in principle) aim beyond 

clever advertising to sell junk products to debt-stressed consumers. It can now look towards 

informatic-enhanced creative thinking which can respond to real societal challenges. This is called 

for in PUBLIC-SERVICES-III, CIRCUL-ONOMICS-III and many others:  in each the informatics has potential to 

form pathways, from linear production and smart markets, towards ‘wiser’ combinations of human-

artificial intelligence.   The Low-Carb-City platform of RETROFIT-III could use informatics to link 

between technical efficiency, social investment, community exchanges, business supply-chains, 

ecological incentives, and the complexities of housing construction.  

With this in mind, there are some clear tests for an INFORMATICS-III. Does the whole system extract 

data and capitalize on it:  does it remove profit or recirculate: does it dump social impacts or 

internalize?   And most of all, does it help or hinder the co-design of synergistic human systems? 

 

Super-intelligence & the long game 
Fig 7.2i 

Behind this, an existential dilemma / crisis comes into view, at least in cartoon form, at the top of 

INFORMATICS-III. This shows some tangential thoughts on ‘Super-intelligence’ and the Singularity: the 

proposition, that following current trends, artificial intelligence (AI) could soon surpass that of 

human intelligence.18 In that case machines would have the power to subjugate the human species, 

just as humans have done with cows, cats or many other species.  From the synergistic point of view, 

this proposition seems to miss a rather crucial point.  As we explore in DEEPER-MIND-III, there’s not 

only direct problem-solving, but imagination or visioning with many different forms of intelligence – 

social, emotional, cultural, ethical, ecological and so on.  The chances seem very low that AI could 

achieve all these at the same moment:  but the chances seem very high, that AI will be extremely 

powerful in a symbiotic reshaping of human society.   

Fig 7.2j  

The cartoon at (A) extrapolates on this line of thought. On the left, we see firstly a growing 

technology-AI which organizes with ruthless efficiency, the direct material functions of production 

and consumption. Secondly, the AI organizes with ruthless efficiency, the social networks, cultural 

experience and emotional lives of humans (e.g. the ‘consumption 4.0’ above). Third, the ever-more 

powerful AI gets into total symbiosis with the elites of human power and money, who now possess 

almost total supremacy. As in the Mind-Games of Chapter 11, we could expect a GOFAB (merger of 

Google, Oracle, Facebook, Amazon, eBay, along with Chinese equivalents): or a global Social Credit 
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system with total surveillance, social engineering and mind-control. Meanwhile there could be 

pockets of resistance offline and underground, or the global system itself may be unstable and 

vulnerable to sabotage or internal tensions.  

Fig 7.2k 

Fourthly, to counter this apocalyptic vision, there’s maybe an outside chance for humans to take 

control of their destiny.  As on the top right corner, in each domain – social, economic, political – 

there is an agenda for human intelligence, and one for informatic AI, and the potential to combine 

them in a CHAI – ‘collective human-artificial intelligence’.  Total informatic efficiency could in 

principle, combine with the flexible ‘neuro-plasticity’ of the human brain, both individual and 

collective: and cities, economies, ecologies and governance systems could all be transformed by 

such a combination.  This isn’t to suggest there are blueprints or easy solutions out there for CHAI – 

the ground is shifting too fast, and the conflicts / contradictions are too many.   Is all this super-

intelligent AI or CHAI, a distant sci-fi prospect, or just around the corner?  The only prediction is that 

any prediction will very soon be obsolete. Let’s first see how this plays out on the more immediate 

and practical questions of smart cities, and the steps along the value-chain, ‘from smart to wise’…  
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3) ON THE MARKET: SMART-SERVICES-III  
 

 

Global urbanistas and sustainabilistas for a while beat a path to Masdar in Abu Dhabi, or to Songdo 

in South Korea, both of them leaders in the promised land of smart urban eco-innovation.  In 

practice, it seemed these were smart-but-stupefied, mono-functional cities which lacked the depth 

and diversity of a real city.19   Meanwhile for the cities already around us, ‘smart’ is the subject of 

massive expectations, innovations and investments, led by giant corporates such as Cisco, IBM, 

Samsung and Siemens. This technology push, by coincidence, coincides with austerity and the 

shrinking state (in the UK and similar countries), perfect conditions for colonization of cities and 

privatization of public services by corporate-backed technologies.20  

Around the world are many variations, such as the Indian 100 Smart Cities Mission, an ambitious 

program to upgrade basic infrastructure such as water, energy or traffic management, adding in 

digital technology for both technical efficiency and public participation.21  In practice, the politics 

could be murky, the technology problematic, the data ownership fuzzy, with questionable impacts, 

all of which calls for new pathways ‘from smart to wise’.22   

In context, smart fridges which order the shopping, or the Internet-Of-Things talking bus-stops of 

Manchester, these are functional issues of supply and demand, mainly about existing supply chains 

or traffic systems. If the context is a city of shrinking governance, an extractive economy, and 

fragmented communities, then any transformation is likely to face backwards rather than forwards.  

The ‘stupefying city’ is a label for one where technical smartness is a substitute or distraction, and 

possibly a hijacking of human collaboration.23  It’s also an open door to expropriation of data and 

extreme concentrations of financial and political power.  So our aim here is to look beyond the 

‘stupefying’ effect of linear or extractive ‘smartness’, towards city systems which could, potentially, 

enable a wider and deeper collective intelligence – again, the pathways ‘from smart to wise’.  
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FIGURE 7-3: SMART-SERVICES-III 
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There are many angles on this. In the ‘cognitive city’, ‘the citizen becomes an active element of urban 

governance, not only through civic participation, but also through serving as a sensor for the 

operational state of the urban infrastructure’.24   This could be technically efficient but politically 

problematic, if citizens are required not only to participate but to serve themselves as products in a 

corporate-owned infrastructure.   But the picture can change with new opportunities in connectivity 

and sense-making: for instance Barcelona, a smart city leader with a ‘50’ program of Fab-Labs, has 

reset its priorities from smart technology to ‘livable communities’.25  

So what’s to be done?  Two angles seem to be useful. Here we look at ‘smart-wise-services’, from 

the perspective of supply-demand-value-chains.  The following section looks at new ‘smart-wise-

communities’ platforms, now reshaping communities and governance systems, where the virtual city 

could aim to work in synergy with the real.   

 

Pathways from smart to wise 
It’s easy to assume that smart city innovation is all about the city. In practice it’s more about global 

systems coming into city spaces, and changing infrastructure systems, public services, business 

models and lifestyle patterns.  It’s significant that the world’s largest taxi firm owns no taxis, the 

largest hotel firm owns no hotels, and the largest encyclopedia has only a handful of employees, all 

very different to previous models of municipal services and public information.26   

One angle is ‘long tail’ thinking, as in SMART-SERVICES-III, middle centre (C).  A linear Mode-I 

production line aims for economies of scale, with mono-functional mass production. A Mode-II ‘long 

tail’ sees a different kind of economy, one of specialization and niche value, greatly enabled by 

decentralized manufacturing, smart logistics and additive manufacture (i.e. 3D printing).27   The 

question is, what follows the long tailed brontosaurus??  With the image of a lion and a ‘wiser mind’, 

we can envision a more Co-opolist economy, where social values take priority over myopic 

consumption, material production recirculates within eco-boundaries, and technology systems are 

there to enable the human potential.  

Uber for example, is an integrated mobility service platform, brilliantly disruptive and game-

changing, just as Amazon is for retail, or eBay for P2P trading. Uber entered Finland, where a public 

sector startup called ‘Kutsuplus’ already had a similar but embryonic platform and business model. 

Uber put it out of business, along with other local firms, and then with clear market dominance, cut 

the pay and conditions of drivers and others: as for impacts on public transport or the peri-urban 

sprawl, these were not Uber’s concern.28 Meanwhile Helsinki is back with a seamless integration of 

transport modes and trip chains, the so-called ‘fifth Mode’, ‘mobility-as-a-service’, or ‘Netflix of 

transportation’.  The Whim app works on a monthly subscription, for unlimited use of buses, trains 

and trams, with subsidized taxis, car and bike hire.  Finland being a relatively well-organized and 

cohesive society, seems a good place to put together the many kinds of innovation needed – 

technical, financial, business, social and policy.  

To see this and other systems in context, here in SMART-SERVICES-III is a synergistic mapping for Uber, 

and for comparison the AirBnB platform. This follows from the mapping of value chains in the 

INFORMATICS-III above. On the lower left at (E) is a ‘clever-but-dumb’ analogue (pre-digital) supply 

chain: market transactions are mainly blind, with low mutual information and patchy feedback, 
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based on a random market or command-and-control system (i.e. users wait on the roadside for a 

random taxi or scheduled bus).  By contrast, in the lower centre at (F), is a ‘smart’ (but potentially 

unsmart) Mode-II system, where transactions at each stage have high mutual information and 

service co-production. Taxi drivers and passengers know the other’s locations and profiles: AirBnB 

landlords and tenants can see ratings and histories on either side, and bookings and payments are 

quick and seamless.  In reality, Uber is already controversial in many cities: and despite the idealism, 

AirBnB and its clones are causing disruption around the world, via secondary markets, speculative 

portfolios, extractive inter-mediation, and other syndromes of advanced capitalism.   

To respond, we can envision a ‘wiser’ integrated system for transport, or for accommodation, in 

SMART-SERVICES-III lower right (G).  Here, technology is an enabler of CHAI-type co-learning and co-

creation, helping to form collaborative value-chains all around the community.  For Uber and similar, 

we ensure open competition, taxes and dues paid, social / mutual ownership, integration on the 

supply side, and social inclusion on the demand side. For AirBnB and similar, we look for a new 

paradigm of ownership and rental, which could be a positive response to urban deprivation, 

hollowing or gentrification. In transport, we look not only for hyper-efficient mobility, but whole-

society accessibility: in accommodation, it’s not only about a new marketplace, but the social 

wisdom behind housing as a human right and public good.   

Another example is advertising, the sector where ‘smart’ came of age with the Google AdSense 

system. As businesses are supplied with consumer profiles and histories, advertising can be 

customized and targeted in fine detail (speaking as a Gmail user, first it seemed impressive, then 

scary). If more consumer goods can be sold to more discerning consumers, with the ‘long-tail’ effect, 

this is good news for a city whose only purpose is buying and selling. But, if a city is also about 

humans, it has to look beyond.    

Another example comes from public health, to preview PUBLIC-SERVICE-III. Much of the British NHS is, 

amazingly, working in a pre-digital age (the story goes, there’s one factory left in China making 

1980s-style ‘fax machines’, with one remaining customer – the British NHS…).  So a basic Mode-I 

digital system would put online all patient data and basic health information.  In a more 

entrepreneurial Mode-II or Web 2.0, patients / clients organize support groups for rare conditions, 

medics search databases for links, and private insurers or pharma firms can target patients with 

smart advertising – so what could go wrong? Actually ‘well-health’ isn’t only about patients with 

illnesses to be fixed by corporate pharma  – more about synergies of lifestyles, diets, livelihoods, 

emotional and mental well-being. In a ‘wiser’, Mode-III public health system, medics can do data 

analytics on location, lifestyle, occupations or health profiles, and then connect with lifestyle, mental 

well-being, housing, education, leisure and culture.  For instance it now appears that ‘social 

isolation’ is a major killer for the elderly, a problem not easily ‘fixed’ by drugs or smart tech, but at 

the core of any society.29  Smart informatics could enable what is basically a human agenda, now 

reinvented in ‘Urban Villages’ and similar projects for building trust and mutual aid.  

Overall this highlights three kinds of pathways. The smart services of the future will be designed to 

look for  deeper pathways, inter-connecting the layers of social, cultural or ecological values. They 

will look for wider pathways, recirculating the values and resources around wider communities. And 

they will seek further pathways, which can look upstream and downstream on the value-chain, its 

causes and effects.   
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The cartoon sums all this, at the top of SMART-SERVICES-III.  On the left is a picture of instant 

gratification and material consumption:30 on the right, digitally-enabled systems learn how to 

recirculate value into mutual aid, livelihoods and well-being.  Reality is always more complex than 

cartoons. But the point is the technologies, or rather tech-knowledges, have to be designed with the 

context – social, ecological, political or cultural – to work on the pathways ‘from smart to wise’.  
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4) ON THE PLATFORM:  SMART-COMMUNITY-III 
 

 

Here’s a utopian smart city vision – technology as the handmaiden of joined-up governance. As in 

the cartoon in SMART-COMMUNITY-III (A),  urban planners can use local big data, and build 3D 

visualizations of urban policy, with real-time planning support systems.31 Politicians can get social 

media analytics on the needs and wishes of the people, and the community rebuilds its identity 

using online heritage content. Creative artists generate new insights and value-connections, and 

businesses find investments by crowd-funding and social collateral.  So what could possibly go 

wrong??32 

Similar pictures emerged in a first wave optimistic smart city projects in the 2000s.33  In practice, the 

technology fell short of expectation, most datasets were incompatible with most others, and the 

digital divide of users /non-users was huge.   At the time it seemed logical to assume (at least in 

Europe) that urban problems could be ‘diagnosed’ and ‘addressed’, supported by ‘data’, with the 

right mix of ‘policies’ from an effective ‘local government’, on behalf of ‘the community’.  After 2008 

these assumptions were checked by a much darker reality, one where it seemed governance was 

disconnected and distrusted, regeneration was about financialization, and the communities most in 

need were those most conflicted and traumatized.34   

The question remains, what’s to be done?  With many experiments in progress, the technologies and 

data streams are now on another level, and outside the boundaries of smart city programs, there’s a 

unstoppable tide of social media and data connectivity. But there are gaps and syndromes all 

around.   ‘Techno-optimism’ holds up the latest platform or app as an instant fix for complex urban 

problems: in the context of hollowed-out governance, rapacious markets and fragmented 

communities, something might happen, but not what is expected or needed.  ‘Techno-hegemony’ 

reduces complex socio-political problems to fit the tech-enhanced wrap-around marketing 

materials: urban regeneration is heralded with billboard images of so-called ‘stunning and exclusive’ 

waterfront developments, where outsiders not surprisingly are ‘stunned and excluded’.  
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FIGURE 7-4: SMART-WISE-COMMUNITIES-III 
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We can also see syndromes of ‘techno-control’, as technology promises to run public services which 

are underfunded and over-stressed. In ‘predictive policing’ the algorithms combine incident 

locations, socio-economic profiling and real time face-recognition, so that likely suspects can be 

identified before the crime. The ethical dilemmas here can hardly be guessed, but one effect is that 

face-to-face ‘community policing’ will be hollowed out.  Overarching all is ‘techno-neo-liberal’ 

outsourcing, where Google Urbanism and other corporates are poised to take over the data 

platforms and command hubs of entire cities.35  It’s hard to see how such forces can be countered: 

where smart technology provides data both for commercial and public service values, the whole city 

with all its residents / workers, becomes a giant data mine run by black-box algorithms. This raises 

an over-arching question – can a deeper technology mind support and enhance, a deeper city mind? 

This is explored in the centre part of SMART-COMMUNITIES-III, with the (not trivial) example of 

Facebook.  

Here we have a hyper-connected community of communities, containing one third of the human 

race, a powerful and ingenious prototype of a global nervous system. In principle it could be an 

enabler of global collective intelligence: but at present, as shown on the left side (B), it raises 

existential problems.  Its algorithms have evolved around advertising, with users as the raw 

materials, in which maximum clicks and profit are generated by extremism or sensation.36  The 

extraordinary potential of 2 billion profiles (plus those of parallel platforms elsewhere) is just 

emerging:  any government could hardly resist the chance of total surveillance, unfettered social 

engineering, and perpetual rule by technocratic elite, on the lines of the Chinese Social Credit 

system. Extremist groups and rapacious corporates will manipulate gullible users with bots or troll 

factories.  Corporates will perfect a seamless web of production and consumption, shaping market 

psychology with unseen algorithms. Even with the (maybe unlikely) assumption of a benign 

government, the social alienation or virtual addiction effects may be overwhelming.37  

As to responses, this is a rather hot debate which calls for cool thinking and synergistic mapping. On 

the right side of the picture (C), there are some visual themes, as yet experimental.  Here the system 

architecture shifts from the ‘cube’ image of functional smart informatics, towards the ‘sphere’ image 

of social synergies. We look for the algorithms which promote ‘wider’ links across society, ‘further’ 

along the chains of cause-effect, and with ‘deeper’ layers of value and meaning.  The algorithms and 

interface should combine public newsfeeds, parallel communities, alternative viewpoints and critical 

debate. Online communities can form, not as self-justifying enclaves and bubbles, but as part of 

wider society, where extremist anger is rebalanced, commercial profits are recirculated, and public 

policies generate informed debate.   

There could be many pathways for this. For the technology, firstly we put the underlying algorithms 

to a critical socio-political analysis, looking for smart / unsmart system effects, and then for deeper 

mind opportunities . Then we look at the potential for blockchain type distributed ledger systems, 

and AI machine learning, either to stupefy and manipulate users, or, to empower wider societal 

effects, as reflected in the CHAI principles.38 

For the ethics of data privacy and civil liberty, a first step is to frame personal data as ‘property’: a 

second is about the co-production value of such data in context.  Datasets on urban conditions, 

medical history, travel and lifestyle may exist separately, but with predictive analytics, there are 

huge possibilities for integrated public health or environment policy. This then opens the door for 
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governance and the public sector, to move beyond a Mode-I surveillance / control system, and a 

Mode-II smart extractive system, towards a Mode-III collective technological intelligence.  Then we 

can design systems for transparent policy-making, and inclusive public services, social mutual aid 

and ‘radical help’, revitalizing old economies and recirculating investment (and someday, the back 

taxes of tech giants).  For business and finance there are new market opportunities, shifting from 

standard business models of ‘take-make-dump’, towards socio-enterprises with deeper values, as in 

ENTERPRISE-III.  

Over-arching is the political question on public ownership, at a time when the four tech giants 

‘GAFA’ have a near total monopoly on the key infrastructure of the 21st century, informatics. In 

principle it seems logical that social ownership / stewardship is a pre-condition for the above, at 

least for the parts most significant for the CHAI. How far this changes the extraordinary ingenuity of 

the enterprise model, and its extraordinary rate of innovation, is a political question.   

 

Pathways to the future community  
Such opportunities are clear in urban planning and regeneration, and its efforts to go ‘smart’, to do 

‘more for less’, to be efficient and effective.  In a Mode-I cyber-city, planning documents go online 

and citizens can message their representatives. In a Web 2.0 type smart city, citizens can organize 

events online, planners can do smarter data analysis, and social media can perhaps help citizens to 

climb the ‘ladder of participation’.39  This is more or less the current state of the art: the apps and 

platforms are ever more ingenious, but inequality and exclusion are ever more embedded.  

So, to work towards a wiser more livable  NEIGHBOURHOOD-III, or more prosperous LOCAL-ONOMICS-III, 

the planners could use some CHAI-type INFORMATICS-III, to mobilize synergy with residents, 

businesses, stakeholders and social entrepreneurs.40  House-builders and investors could find sites 

and design integrated schemes for longer-term community benefit, using AirBnB as crowdfunding 

for partnership social investment.  Transport providers could work with disruptors such as Uber to 

ensure social benefit and system integration.  Communities could use a future generation of 

‘Facebook-III’, to mobilize civic investment and social enterprise. Creative artists and eco-preneurs 

could work with local heritage and citizen histories, to help rebuild local identity and meaning.   

As for the pathways ‘from smart to wise’, the lower part of SMART-COMMUNITIES-III-(D) shows some 

of the crucial journeys ahead.  One is on the political axis, with Smart-wise Democracy pathways 

(socio-political), for collaborative decision-making and co-production in public services.  Another is 

the Developmental Pathway (urban-economic), for local, city-region or other territories, with 

potential for recirculation and reinvestment.  A third is an Ingenuity pathway (with techno-cultural 

domains), steering towards a CHAI combination of human with digital, designing collaborative 

systems.    

Overall, this is about technology working for society, with possibilities emerging in many cities in 

many countries.  But there are many gaps and barriers. This calls for learning which is creative,  

collaborative, wider and deeper, between organizations, communities or networks, explored in our 

next step. 
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5) HOW TO LEARN:  EDUCATION-III 
 

 

We presented the ‘Urban-Mind-Lab’ to 40 policy innovators, academic-creatives, smart thinkers, 

hactivists and social entrepreneurs in Manchester.  The backdrop was the ‘smart city of the future’, 

‘knowledge-based economy’, and the ‘Northern Powerhouse’ (the UK’s current version of regional 

policy).  In context is Manchester’s history as home of the world’s first stored memory computer, 

public internet host, and now site of a major IOT program.41  Inside the room there was much 

enthusiasm for the ‘smart-wise-city’: outside, the city seemed not even clever, let alone smart (but 

maybe there’s wisdom on the streets here or there).  If we believe the indicators, the post-industrial 

UK is way down in competitiveness, productivity, investment, innovation, learning and skills.42 Every 

day there’s more technology and more data:  but maybe the deeper city mind is not only for learning 

and information, more about collaborative or ‘co-learning’ and ‘co-creation’.  This works both for 

cities, and for the school or college ‘learners’ on the front line. 

 

Learning cities & regions 
Firstly, a geography 101 question: what’s the difference between a city and a region? This is very 

topical, as the time-honored focus on ‘regional’ development / innovation / competitiveness is now 

shifting to the ‘urban’. To explore this needs new combinations, and we have to call on economic 

geography, innovation and technology studies, cognitive and computing sciences, cybernetics and 

evolutionary biology. 
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Figure 7-5: EDUCATION-III  
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Overview: learning cities and regions 

Economic geography first followed the mindset of applied physics, assuming that markets 

reach equilibrium while consumers maximize their ‘utility’. There followed a Mode-II type 

evolutionary economics, looking at innovation spillovers, ‘path-dependencies’ and ‘learning 

regions’.43  Current thinking points towards a ‘co-evolutionary’ economics, as in Chapter 5 

and LOCAL-ONOMICS-III.  We can now talk about ‘path-inter-dependencies’ and 

‘transversalities’, unscripted crossovers of knowledge and insight, between sectors and firms 

and individuals.44  With this in mind, innovation policy could shift from top-down programs, 

towards ‘platforms for industrial interaction’, to enable the synergies and inter-connections 

between firms, agencies, universities, civil society and public bodies.45  

Meanwhile, the concept of ‘intelligent city’ has spread in all directions, and once futuristic 

words now look quaint: knowledge-city or ideo-polis, virtual city or e-city, cyber-city or wired 

city.46   Behind this is an emerging Nexus of urban technology, innovation, economic 

development, organizations and cities.  On the technology-city axis there’s technology and 

big data to enable smart services in transport or health, with the smart platforms and virtual 

city as a 3D replica.  On the tech-economy axis are new markets for embedded smart city 

technology with AI and IOT. On the innovation-economy axis, the city looks for hi-tech 

infrastructure to attract footloose science and innovation entrepreneurs.47  In the corporate 

sphere, ‘co-innovation’ is a frame for knowledge systems which are multi-valent and 

collaborative.48 

On the ground, the nexus of technology-innovation-enterprise brings endless creative spaces for 

experimentation, prototyping, social learning and collaborative exchange.  The ‘living laboratory’ 

concept for one, is a “user-centred, open-innovation ecosystem, often operating in a territorial 

context, integrating concurrent research and innovation processes within a public-private-people 

partnership”.49  In similar vein, Manchester now has a Fab-Lab, City-Lab, Mad-Lab, Eco-Lab, Think-

Lab, Learning-Loop-Lab and more. The UK has a GO-Lab, Glasgow has a Mac-Lab, Barcelona has a 

‘5.0’ concept and a Fab-City.  Beyond the immediate fashion, such Labs might possibly shift the 

experimental focus from ‘things’ towards ‘thinking’, and from linear R&I towards synergistic.  

Each of these is active in the ‘triple helix’ exchange of science, policy and business, shown in 

EDUCATION-III, centre (C&D). But if we include for wider sets of stakeholders, and deeper layers of 

knowledge, we need something like a ‘multiple-helix’ or for short, a ‘multi-versity’, shown in (E).50  

Beyond the ‘helix’ model, this multi-versity is a space / place, where many are learning from many, 

with many forms of knowledge, with many applications.   

There are great expectations that universities, often the largest non-profit organization in any city, 

can supply the R&I (research and innovation) for local policy-makers. But in reality there are many 

gaps and barriers: most academics are pushed towards specialist globalized knowledge, but most 

local actors need practical and timely advice.51   Without bridging such gaps, a learning / knowledge 

city program could be a self-serving bandwagon, chasing narrow targets, while the vital ‘soft’ 

research on social or cultural innovation is sidelined by the race for ‘hard’ science and technology.  

The question remains, how to get from a smart city of big data and machine learning, towards a 

wiser city of collective intelligence, a multi-versity of wider and deeper collaborative (co)-learning?   

It seems this is not only about targets for higher education, but crucial factors of trust and 
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reciprocity, and this can be helped by certain kinds of spaces and resources, by cultures of design 

thinking and prototyping, in social, political, ecological or cultural innovation.52  As raised first in 

LOCAL-ONOMICS-III, and later in USER-PATHWAYS, this calls for ‘space’.  This can mean financial space 

with supportive welfare and micro-investment systems: physical space in warehouses and back 

rooms, ‘deliberative space’ in meeting rooms and forums, and ‘creative space’ with the confidence 

that new ideas are welcome.53  

For the deeper layers of the multi-versity we have to explore different layers of knowledge (very 

topical in an age of sceptics and anti-science). ‘Socio-technical systems’ and transitions are now well 

studied, but this agenda is more about ‘socio-technical-economic-ecological-political-cultural-urban’ 

systems and transformations.54  Our co-learning city or multi-versity looks for active ways to connect 

academic knowledge with societal or practical knowledge, or in Aristotle’s terms, episteme, 

phronesis and techne.  In the vein of SCIENCE-III or USER-PATHWAYS, this can include citizen science, 

deliberative democracies, cultural crossovers or data mashups, with trading zones and boundary 

objects between. Informatics, big data, AI, IOT and others, can help with these wider and deeper 

synergies, and this distributed multi-versity would include online and offline with humans at the 

centre.   

To compare, a triple-helix ‘smart city-lab’ would focus on helping firms to learn market intelligence, 

for technology innovation which beats the competition.  Meanwhile the multi-versity, or ‘wise city-

lab’, would help all social enterprises with synergistic intelligence, for societal innovation which 

grows collaboration and co-creation.   

 

Pathways for co-learning  
Education, the key to prosperity and progress, is also a battleground for ideologies.  There are 

venerable arguments on education for empowerment and ‘de-schooling’.55  There’s a 21st century 

agenda on education for sustainability and human development.56  But in practice, education 

systems are embedded and complicit in the social and political structures, of elites and majority and 

excluded classes.   

As to what kind of education is needed, for a wiser city of collective intelligence,  this is anything but 

a neutral and technical issue. There’s a knowledge question on the content and ‘what is to be 

learned’: as shown by SCIENCE-III below, it seems that inter-connected problems call for inter-

connected knowledge.  For the question of whether the economy needs technical skills, people 

skills, entrepreneurial skills, or transferable skills, there is huge uncertainty even a decade ahead, in 

the post-employment ‘fourth industrial revolution’.57  But in an age of pervasive information, this 

points towards ‘know-how’ practical skills, ‘know-who’ personal skills, and ‘know-why’ inspiration 

and motivations, more than any fixed subject curriculum.58   

The concept  of ‘modes of learning’, for individuals or organizations or communities, took shape with 

‘single loop / double loop’, closely related to the synergistic concepts of Mode-I and Mode-II.  These 

are visualized in EDUCATION-III lower left (C) and centre (D).59  Most formal education at present 

works on a single-loop Mode-I system of facts and exams, with crude competition as the incentive: 

institutions work in a materialist worldview, and knowledge is in the form of facts and set questions, 

with ‘answers at the back of the book’.   
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If it worked well, such a system could be useful on its own terms: but with the exclusion of many 

vital human dimensions, it often seems to fail for most of its users. The UK for example, is slipping 

down the international league table, its children are more unhappy and stressed, the ‘male 

indigenous working-class’ is more alienated, and over half of graduates are under-employed.60 The 

current policy response is to increase top-down assessments, and privatize the management of 

schools and colleges, likely to make such problems worse.  The cartoon on the upper left of 

EDUCATION-III-(A) shows call-centre ‘training hubs’, where stressed-out students memorize facts with 

online psychometrics, preparing for a future of dependency in a precarious job market.  

In contrast, a synergistic co-learning model starts with a wider knowledge ‘ecosystem’ – schools, 

colleges, universities, government, public services, professions, research and innovation agencies, 

industry and employers.61   For the co-learning content, a project based approach combines different 

subjects and disciplines. And for the co-learning process, the inputs are inspiration, curiosity and 

human resources: student outputs are projects, initiatives, collaborations and networks, and the 

‘outcomes’ are in well-rounded creative and collaborative students. The diagram in EDUCATION-III 

lower right (E), shows a more strategic kind of loop, with reflexive and  deliberative enquiry, and 

collaborative knowledge as the outcome.  

All this shows up in the cartoon above, (from an experiment on ‘inter-professional learning’).   

Looking at Cities it seemed that synergistic design needs high-level co-learning, but most 

professional training takes place in silos – architecture, planning, surveying, engineering, 

construction – which then compete for power and rewards. What if we could train students (or 

rather empower them to self-train and self-organize), for architects to be facilitators, developers to 

be eco-entrepreneurs, or health managers to be social facilitators?62   This suggests some likely 

pathways, shown below in (F).  

The ‘Learning Institutional’ pathway (Political-economic) looks for the macro-structures which can 

enable and support a co-learning society, with a wide range of spaces, hubs, labs, platforms for co-

creation. A  ‘Learning Network’ pathway (Socio-cultural) pathway is more about the content and 

curriculum needed for trans-disciplinary skills and societal values. And a ‘Learning Platform’ 

pathway (techno-urban), aims to use the informatic potential across the many layers of a co-

learning city.  Some kinds of informatics may or may not contribute: one version of a University-III is 

a digital paradise of immersive virtual / augmented realities, big data analytics and psychometric 

interfaces.63   MOOCs (‘Massive Open Online Courses’) can reach students worldwide at low-zero 

cost: but the question arises, if business or politics works best through personal contacts and agile 

networks, how should education work in the opposite way?  The best contribution of digital-

enhanced education may be to free up time for more in-depth co-learning.  In conventional public 

service terms this sounds very costly, so we look for alternatives, of self-organizing networks, 

community-based mentors, inter-generational exchanges and inter-cultural cross-overs.  

Examples: multi-versities 

Deschooling society was a headline from the 1970’s.64 Now, the Harlem Children Zone looks 

at the whole life pattern through childhood and tries to connect the pieces: while in Finland, 

the most effective education system anywhere has no need of tests and assessments, and 

schoolkids stay after hours by choice.  The ‘University of the Third Horizon’ is one prototype 

for holistic thinking and skills for sustainability design.65  On a larger scale, Arizona State 
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University is dedicated to widening access, especially for those working their way through 

college: to reinstate the role of the university in civic life rather than as alien starship: and to 

develop a research system based on real-time problems in science and society. It aims to do 

this with a design thinking, problem-solution-interaction style of institutional building.66    

With a university reframed as a multi-versity, a collaborative laboratory or ‘collaboratorium’, we can 

fully link to the city or region which surrounds it.  But first there are fundamental questions, in the 

emerging world of post-truth, on what is knowledge itself…   
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6) HOW TO KNOW:  SCIENCE-III 
 

 

The economists seemed keen but edgy, when I presented the ‘One Planet Economic Network’ at a 

Con-Account conference in Vienna. They were keen on links between economics and ecology and 

society, but they were edgy about leaving the zone of ‘robust’ and ‘theory-based’ economics. Since 

then, economics has been in various kinds of crisis, as robust theory-based thinking didn’t seem to 

work, in the meltdown of 2008, the austerity which followed, or the 2016 revolt of the left-behind.   

Scrolling forwards, more or less every pathway in this book seems to call for new kinds of 

knowledge. The messy challenges and complex syndromes call for knowledge which connects 

between different fields, between different users, and between analysis and experience.  But at 

present it seems that most of the science or ‘R&I’ establishment points the other way (with some 

great exceptions).67  Too often, specialist knowledge is arranged in silos, disconnected from users, 

with an almost medieval regime of career progressions, peer-group reviews and league tables. The 

UK Research Excellence Framework is a classic example, demanding huge efforts from leading 

academics, and (some argue) quite destructive of collaborative innovation at the frontiers.68  

There are high aspirations from research sponsors, starting with the world’s largest R&I programs at 

the European Commission.  They call on foresight and prospective studies, with panels of ‘high level 

experts’ comparing sticky notes on ‘megatrends’.69   They frame the research goals as ‘Grand 

Societal Challenges’ or ‘wicked problems’, beyond any single analysis, without clear definitions, and 

where solutions are mixed up with problems. They call for ‘integrated projects’, to combine theory 

with case studies, technical analysis with policy deliberation, and academic rigor with creative 

practice.  But in reality many of these fall short. With large public funds involved, the risks have to be 

minimized, outputs fixed years in advance, and controversies safely managed. While the grand 

challenges are about flux and transformation, the institutions of R&I mostly look for well-defined 

problems and methods to fix them.   
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FIGURE 7-6: SCIENCE-III 
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One manifesto calls for “societal agenda setting, collective problem framing, a plurality of 

perspectives, integrative research processes, new norms for handling dissent and controversy, better 

treatment of uncertainty and of diversity of values, extended peer review, broader and more 

transparent metrics for evaluation, effective dialog processes, and stakeholder participation”.70  All 

looks fine:  but the current trend points towards a darker world of ‘post-truth’, where rational 

thinking has to compete with other kinds of knowledge, which are tradeable for power, wealth or 

ideology.71  This plays out in different fields. For quantum physics the human implications are mostly 

indirect.  But for economic geography, there are very human questions on how knowledge is 

captured by power: and in ecological sciences, alternative ways of knowing are too often excluded 

from the mainstream.72 

It seems there’s a choice: either science can stay in its citadel, hoping the storm of skeptical post-

truth multiplicity will pass: or it can look for pathways forward.  Perhaps the post-truth multiplicity is 

a realization of a bigger reality, and a possible opportunity.  In this way a SCIENCE-III could look 

‘wider’ for synergies between actors and their different forms of knowledge. It could look ‘deeper’ 

for synergies between cultural, ethical, emotional, spiritual or aesthetic intelligence.  It could look 

into ‘further’ causes and effects, to the uses or abuses of R&I, and towards knowledge for collective 

intelligence. Let’s test this by example, on one of the biggest challenges of all….  

 

Science for climate: we are the experiment 
In Manchester we have a local version of CLIMATE-III: to study climate adaptation over the next 40 

years, we have to assume that everything else will stay the same, ‘ceterus paribus’. But in reality few 

things will stay the same: many things are inter-connected, and the diagnosis is all mixed up with the 

prognosis and the prescription.  For the physical science, (some argue) there are many gaps in the 

knowledge, even while the tipping points get closer.73  For the human systems and human-climate 

interactions, it seems that the social sciences are struggling, not only with the object of study, but of 

the methods needed to study it. So, following on from CLIMATE-III, let’s try a brief rethink of this 

‘grand knowledge challenge’.74   

Physical climate science starts with a basically linear, Mode-I type frame of physics and chemistry.  

The earth system has multi-level feedbacks and regulating loops, with parameters of ‘simple 

complexity’. In principle, with better data, the system could be better analysed, modelled and 

forecast, (subject to technical uncertainties), and then the scientists can give advice for policy-

makers to act, all as in SCIENCE-III upper left (A).  An evolutionary view sees more of a ‘complex 

adaptive system’, where Mode-II types of knowledge are equally relevant.  Physical climate science 

can explore how bio-geo-physical cycles evolve into fractal-like niches and habitats, from global 

oscillations to single-celled algae.  Social climate science (in principle) connects this with social or 

economic models, and as long as the parameters are clear and stable (e.g. what is economic 

‘production’?) – it gets the data, builds the models, and provides results for systems of ‘emergent 

complexity’. But in practice such parameters aren’t clear or stable – climate change is likely to be a 

disruptive game-changer and paradigm shifter. To keep the show running, the global ‘integrated 

assessment’ models and studies generally stay within Mode-I and Mode-II knowledge zones.  But 

including for physical thresholds and tipping points, combined with socio-cultural-political 

‘surprises’, (and history tends to be shaped by surprises), then we’re beyond models and into 
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profound uncertainty or ignorance, or ‘conscious multi-plexity’ (names for these are not yet agreed).  

For example, the effect  of climate change on the Syrian civil war may seem obvious – 

(desertification causing crop failure, urban in-migration, inter-tribal tension and tipping points in the 

social-political order) – but impossible to prove / disprove in a reductive sense.75  In security and 

defense language, climate is a ‘threat multiplier’ in an already hyper-stressed hyper-complex global 

system.  And these uncertainties and gaps are not only in the science, but in the institutions which 

surround it, as showed by the ‘climate-gate’ fiasco.76    

For these societal challenges, working Mode-III systems of cognitive complexity, we might have to 

steer away from ‘objective knowledge’ as rational fact, towards ‘useful knowledge’ as instrumental 

enabler. This is a moving frontier of analysis, experience, communication, strategy and action: it runs 

wider between different fields, global or local, insiders or outsiders, scientists and citizens: and 

deeper between social, technical, economic, ecological, political and cultural domains.    

Examples: alternative climate sciences 

In a local climate project in New South Wales, the vulnerability of farmers to drought was 

framed as not only about land or water, but about human questions of experience and 

feeling. So the climate change ‘problem’ was reframed as a rural ‘opportunity’ for social 

learning and collaboration, and this was mobilized by a travelling interactive museum-in-a-

bus.77  In Manchester, a key part of the climate change strategy is the Carbon Literacy project 

– not about targets or markets, but simply enhancing the social understanding of climate, 

carbon and how it all works.  Perhaps the first landmark here is the famous 1969 image of 

‘earthrise’ taken from the moon:  scientific information on our planet was already widspread, 

but this image had a huge influence on ecological awareness and policy.78   

This all points to the global level, where it seems human psychologies and cultures, and their many 

pathologies and pathways, are as relevant as physical parameters. This suggests how a synergistic 

climate science could start from the human cognitive systems, and follow a process of collective 

psychotherapy and re-evaluation process work.  Such a ‘climate-re-evaluation’ could explore the 

synergies between the knowledge of facilitators / advisors (scientists), and co-producers (other 

actors in the roles of client, sponsor, enabler, therapist, mentor or beneficiary). We could borrow 

ideas from PUBLIC-SERVICES-III about public health as distributed co-production: or from ECOLOGIES-III 

about human-material relationships: or from ANTI-CITY-REGION-III, where apparent disorder leads to 

new kinds of order. It seems the debate is in full swing, in SCIENCE-III  upper right (B).  

 

Pathways for deeper wider knowledge 
From its origins, modern western science searched for fundamental laws, based on empirical 

observation, framed with ‘elegance and parsimony’. But for climate change and other human 

challenges, laws don’t work for messy situations like Syria, the debate is conflicted and controversial, 

and elegance or parsimony are scarce.  It’s also argued that much scientific activity is on the verge of 

fraud, manipulation, and corporate buyout (to which the response could be, what’s new?)79  There’s 

a call for rethinking, especially in the social sciences, where the synergistic approach and principles 

of collective intelligence could be useful.  So here’s a proposition for a SCIENCE-III.  While this is 

framed with synergistic ideas, there are many parallel directions:  ‘transformative sustainability 
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science’, ‘Science 3.0’, or ‘Mode-2’ science.80  ‘Planetary economics’ sets up a similar 3-part scheme: 

pillar-I for ‘satisficing’ in micro-economics, pillar-2 for ‘optimizing’ in neo-classical, and pillar-3 for 

‘transformation’ in (co)-evolutionary economics.81     

Many researchers (including myself) are somewhere on the diagram here at SCIENCE-III, middle left 

(C).  Five years of research is summarized in three bullet points, then handed to the ‘policy-maker’, 

who puts it on the shelf.  Frustrated researchers might overlook how policy-makers play an equally 

complex game with its own logic, as do entrepreneurs, creative artists, or so-called ‘lay people’.  So 

we sketch a connexus, a cognitive nexus, a Mode-III knowledge system, on the middle right (D).  Here 

we can explore the interactions between each domain, with ‘trading zones’ and ‘boundary objects’ 

between them.82  We might link earth science to the political process, community lay knowledge to 

technical analysis, and creative culture to financial innovation.  Beyond the bilateral links, there’s a 

wider and deeper multi-lateral process of co-learning for a bigger picture.  One example was the 

Georgia Basin Futures Project, which combined analysis / modelling, online participation and social 

process.83   

As to how such knowledge works, we have to push at the boundaries of knowledge and meaning, 

and at the extremes we find the zone of ‘post-normal science’.84   The key diagram is a mapping of 

facts / knowledge are highly uncertain, and values / meanings are in dispute or controversy, at 

SCIENCE-III lower left (D).  There are many variations on the post-normal theme: Grand Societal 

Challenges, ‘wicked problems’, ‘problematic knowledge’, ‘critical heuristics’, or the notorious 

‘known-unknowns’ of Donald Rumsfeld.85  In the lower left corner here, we see normal ‘disciplinary’ 

Mode-I science, with high agreement on facts and values: in classical physics or engineering with 

‘known-knowns’, the object of study seems well-defined, measurable and predictable. However, in 

real life the uncertainties can multiply up along the x-axis, into ‘technical challenges’ and ‘known 

unknowns’: this calls for consultancy-type best guesses, craft know-how, or organizational due 

diligence. If the controversies multiply up on the y-axis, into ethical dilemmas or social conflicts, then 

we have ‘societal challenges’, for social and political debate:  scientists might advise, but they are 

not best suited for these ‘unknown knowns’.   And if we look towards the Grand Societal Challenges 

– of which climate change is just the start of a long list – there are existential uncertainties, 

dilemmas and ‘unknown unknowns’, (and we could extrapolate towards ‘unknowable unknowables’.  

At this point, ‘normal’ scientific knowledge isn’t so relevant or useful and we need to look beyond. 

The question is, are we always trying to pull back from controversies and unknowns, towards safer 

‘knowns’ – or, is it possible to swim in deeper waters – in a more dynamic interplay of knowns and 

unknowns, between analysis and experience?  We can visualize this as a cycle of knowing and 

‘unknowing’: always moving and seeking new insights, between certainty and uncertainty, stability 

and flux.   If we could map this cycle, it might look like the ‘infinity loop’, similar to the dynamic cycle  

of panarchy which shows up in other chapters.  Synergistic knowledge then travels around the 

various combinations of uncertainties and controversies.  If there is more certainty on engineering, 

then maybe less on ethics: if there’s agreement on social trend data, then more controversy on 

causes and responses.  

This diagram (SCIENCE-III lower left D)  helps to place the synergistic pathways on the dynamic cycle. 

Co-learning pathways are seen at the initial growth curve of knowledge and application, when 

everything is working well.  A Co-knowing pathway comes in for the crisis, where bounded 
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knowledge seems to be falling apart, and we need scenarios or foresight methods, for the mists of 

uncertainty. Co-creation pathways are active for the ‘back-loop’ of trade-offs between knowledge vs 

applications, where innovation is needed for regrouping of knowledge and values. Finally the Co-

production pathways help to prepare the practical ground for another cycle of growth.  

Visual thinking is very useful in all this, as a trading zone between analysis and experience. It helped 

for instance, to explore the inter-connections between global climate science, and a personal 

creative-therapeutic-cathartic recovery process.86  Science-III can bring insights from the individual 

process, for guidance on the global process, and with different kinds of knowledge, with Mode-I, II 

and III working in parallel. For each ‘grand societal challenge’ of the EC or OECD or World Bank, it 

seems there’s a ‘Grand Knowledge Challenge’: a Nexus-Connexus of conflicts and controversies, 

uncertainties and ignorance, opportunities and risks.  A question is hanging, whether these 

knowledge challenges continue to grow ever grander??   
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7) PATHWAYS FOR TECHNOLOGIES-III  
 

 

With this quick tour around informatics, value-chains, social networks, learning and knowing, we can 

revisit our key questions. What’s the role of technologies – a.k.a. ‘tech-knowledges’ – in the deeper 

mind? And how to resist powerful and predatory forces which expropriate knowledge and power? 

Fig 7.7a 

The cartoon in TECHNOLOGIES-III is a simple sketch of existential risks and challenges.  At the time of 

writing, Facebook is accused of subverting democracy, Google of money-laundering, and Uber and 

AirBnB are banned in many cities. Education is submerged with targets and student debt, and 

science is undermined by dark money foundations.  Even without the so-called super-intelligence, 

we are pointing towards a paranoid and ‘solutionist’ future of algorithmic surveillance, where 

unlimited power and wealth will accumulate.87  The implication is that the deeper technology mind 

puts humans on the spot, as never before – either be enslaved, or co-evolve.  Could humans have 

the capacity to co-create a more synergistic CHAI – ‘collective human artificial intelligence’?    

Further questions arise on the applications. Can smart-wise services achieve the ultimate efficiency, 

or more equal and inclusive cities?   For ‘smart-wise communities’, should trillion dollar corporations 

control the central nervous systems of whole societies?  For education, are the ‘learning cities’ 

basically a race to the top or bottom, or could schools and colleges be the seeds of civic multi-

versities?  And for science, can new synergistic knowledges emerge, with deeper layers and wider 

communities, enough to respond to the Grand Challenges around us? 

Fig 7.7b 
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FIGURE 7-7: TECH-KNOWLEDGES-III 
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Forking pathways 

There are no clear answers to this, but some likely pathways and directions to explore. If it seems 

that civilization as we know it is heading on a trajectory towards enslavement, then from experience 

there is unknowable potential for transformation. For the primary driver of informatics, the 

transformation potential is about a ‘collective human-artificial intelligence’ (CHAI), or INFORMATICS-III. 

Other transformation potentials show up in SMART-SERVICES-III, COMMUNITIES-III, EDUCATION-III and 

SCIENCE-III.  But in reality these transformations are all subject to human agency, and not so likely to 

happen smoothly and in parallel. So here are some possible combinations:  

a) Rapid and positive co-evolution in the direction of Informatics-III, Services-III,  Communities-III, 

Education and Science-III, (with minor disruption). 

b) A powerful symbiosis emerges of dominant technology / human elites:  but other kinds of 

emergent systems in cities, communities, education and science, provide a counter-vailing force, 

pushing towards deeper learning, wider multi-cultural inclusion, and further awareness (with 

major disruption and conflict). 

c) Existential conflict between dominant technology / human elites,  and other systems of values, 

mindsets and social organizations. The potential for a CHAI could lead towards turbulence and 

disorder as yet unknown, (existential disruption leading to system transformation).   

We could run endless scenarios or foresight studies, but overall these forking pathways are unknown 

and unknowable.  In situations of turbulence and disorder there are angles on the building of 

capacity and resilience: agile organizations, dynamic innovation, ingenuity links or anti-fragility at the 

society scale.88  The more strategic response could be some kind of synergistic cycle: wider and 

deeper learning, sense-making and anticipation, co-creation and experimentation, co-production 

and collaboration.  So, the synergistic pathways in this chapter are directions and principles, not 

route-maps or plans. 

Climate change illustrates how these various strands might fit together.  Global data platforms will 

help on the Mode-I type understanding for the physical earth sciences.  Then, smart-service and 

community platforms can integrate with a Mode-II type evolutionary knowledge, of economic and 

social systems as active dynamic markets.  Meanwhile the door is open to Mode-III learning 

communities, with ‘wider’ engagement of actors, with a ‘deeper’ synergy of knowledge layers, and 

with ‘further’ horizons of cause and effect.  Just as really catastrophic disruptions are kicking in, mid-

century onwards, collective climate intelligence may be starting belatedly on that journey. 

Something of this appears in the Connexus graphic at TECHNOLOGIES-III centre (B), where the 

dilemmas and conflicts of the initial Nexus are transformed to synergies and opportunities.  Below 

that in (C) and (D) are the overall transformations, sector by sector, with parallel pathways from 

other chapters.   

Summary and self-assessment 

Practical navigational aids could help in the meantime.  The summary mapping here (Table 7.1) is a 

kind of self-assessment guide for these questions of ‘wider, deeper, further’.  A business or 

government agency, a community group or social network, each can explore its resources, roles and 

value propositions. Where the problems and solutions are basically linear and predictable, then the 
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system might continue happily with a Mode-I existence.  In situations of turbulence and disorder, 

where the sands are shifting, pressures are rising, and functions don’t seem to function, the 

evolutionary Mode-II is more useful, but for some and often at the cost of others. Sooner or later we 

look for a more strategic response, turning conflicts to synergies and opportunities: we look towards 

the co-evolutionary agenda for wiser tech-knowledges.   

Fig 7.7c 

Overall, all this points towards the next step, the ‘politicals’ of governance and organizations:  and if 

our current systems are a century or two out of date, then new models are needed urgently.  

 

 

Table 7.1: Tech-knowledges: summary & self-assessment   

C) FURTHER>>> Mode-I 
Linear 

Mode-II  
Evolutionary 

Mode-III 
Co-evolutionary 

 ‘CLEVER’: 
(complex) 

‘SMART’: 
(emergent complexity) 

‘WISE’: 
(conscious multi-plexity) 

A) ‘WIDER’: (actors/factors    

Informatics Functional algorithms Emergent  AI Synergistic CHAI 

Smart services Problem solving Solution generating System transformation 

Smart communities Information exchange Opportunity competition Shared livelihoods 

Education  Assimilation of facts Competition, innovation  Mature creative minds  

Science Universalist, materialist Dynamic, evolutionary Multi-versal mind 

B) DEEPER: (domains    

Social  Society as users  Society as consumers   Society as citizens  

Technical Mono-functional  Multi-functional Integrated systems 

Economic Industrial production  Extractive capital Holistic livelihoods 

Environment  Eco-technologies Eco-markets Eco-communities 

Political  Institutional structures Power games & processes Political intelligence 

Cultural Techno-efficiency myth  Innovation-progress myth Myth of civilization 

Urban  City as machine City as marketplace  City as civilization  
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